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OVERBERG MARKET REPORT 
Week ending 25th May 2012 
 
  
INTERNATIONAL 
 

 The National Association of Realtors reported US sales of previously owned homes 

increased in April by 3.4% on the month to an annual rate of 4.62 million units, the 
highest rate since May 2010. The median price increased to $177,400 up 10.1% on 
the year, marking the biggest year-on-year price increase since January 2006. The 
firming in prices is partly attributed to a decline in distressed sales which made up 
28% of re-sales down from 29% in March. Total housing inventory increased from 6.2 
months supply at the current sales rate to 6.6 months supply, but this is attributed to 

seasonal factors with many homes traditionally coming onto the market in spring. The 
inventory is a significant improvement on the year-ago figure of 9.1 months supply.  

 The World Bank lowered its economic growth forecast for China this year from 8.4% to 
8.2%, predicting growth will bottom out at a rate of 7.6% before recovering. The 
downwardly revised forecast is attributed to sluggish demand from the US and Europe 
combined with a softening in China’s property market. However, the report 
acknowledges China has substantial fiscal capacity to counteract any major slowdown.  

 The HSBC and Markit Economics preliminary reading for China’s manufacturing 
purchasing managers’ index (PMI) decreased from 49.3 in April to 48.7 in May. The 
PMI has remained below the 50.0 level which demarcates growth from contraction for 
a 7th straight month, marking the longest stretch of below-50 readings since the global 
financial crisis.  

 A slowdown in China’s economic activity has led to a sharp decline in bank lending 
rates in recent weeks. The 3-month Shanghai interbank offered rate at which banks 

lend to each other has fallen every day since 27th March, falling over the period from 
4.95% to 4.33% its lowest in 13 months. The government’s State Council indicates a 
pick-up in monetary easing and fiscal stimulus, announcing it “must proactively take 
policies and measures to expand demand and to create a favourable policy 
environment for stable and relatively fast economic growth.” 

 The Conference Board coincident economic index for China, which measures current 

economic activity, decreased in April by 0.8% to 216, more than reversing its 0.6% 
increase in March. However, the leading economic index increased by 0.8% to a more 

impressive 232.4 building on its 0.8% increase in March. Of the 6 components in the 
index, 4 contributed positively up from 3 in March. The data indicates an improvement 
in outlook, attributed to recovery in bank loans and consumer sentiment.  

 Japan’s core consumer price inflation (CPI), which excludes perishable food items but 
includes energy, increased in April by 0.2% on the year, above the 0.1% consensus 

forecast. This marks the 3rd straight month of positive inflation, a cause for celebration 
for an economy battling with deflation for over a decade. Headline CPI increased 0.4% 
on the year, marking a 4th straight month of positive inflation. The government’s April 
consumer confidence survey suggests a continuation of the recent trend with 68.1% of 
respondents forecasting higher prices in a year’s time, up from 65.9% in the March 
survey.  

 Fitch credit rating agency downgraded Japan’s long-term sovereign debt rating from 

“AA” to “A+” and issued a negative outlook for a potential further downgrade, citing 
high and rising public debt levels. Andrew Colquhon, head of Asia-Pacific sovereigns at 

Fitch said “the country’s fiscal consolidation plan looks leisurely relative even to other 
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fiscally-challenged high-income countries.” Gross government debt as a percentage of 
GDP is well above 200% and may even reach 230% by year-end, far higher than the 
eurozone or even the US but benefits from having very little reliance on overseas 
creditors. Moreover Japan has remained the world’s largest net creditor for the past 21 
years and banks are well capitalized. The 10-year government bond enjoys the lowest 
yield worldwide in spite of continued rating agency downgrades.   

 The European Commission’s eurozone consumer sentiment index unexpectedly 

increased in May from -19.9 to -19.3 significantly better than the -21.0 consensus 
forecast. The 0.60 point improvement partly reverses the 0.80 decline in April. 
Although households expressed concern over economic conditions and rising inflation, 
they expressed surprisingly little concern about job availability.    

 After rising for 6 straight months the Ifo survey of German business confidence fell 
significantly more than expected from 109.9 in April to 106.9 in May, the largest 

decline since August last year. The drop occurred in spite of improved economic 
growth of 0.5% in the 1st quarter, clouded instead by growing uncertainty in the 
eurozone. The Ifo index of current conditions fell to 113.3 its lowest in 10 months 
while the index measuring expectations over coming months fell to 100.9 its lowest in 
a more moderate 4 months.  

 Quarter-on-quarter contraction in the UK economy was revised downward from an 
initially estimated -0.2% to -0.3%. Year-on-year performance was revised down from 

zero growth to contraction of -0.1%, marking the first annual drop in economic output 
since the 4th quarter 2009. One bright spot is business investment which increased by 
3.6% on the quarter and 14.2% on the year, the biggest year-on-year increase since 
2005. However, the economy is in technical recession, following 2 successive quarters 
of economic contraction. Since the coalition government took office in May 2010, the 
economy has grown by just 0.3%, attributed primarily to fiscal austerity.  

 International Monetary Fund Director Christine Lagarde advised the UK government to 

moderate its austerity and for the Bank of England to increase its monetary stimulus. 
Minutes from the last Monetary Policy Committee meeting show several members 
came close to voting for an expansion in quantitative easing, making it likely given the 
latest economic data that additional easing will be announced at the next meeting. 

 The West Texas Intermediate crude oil price fell below $90 a barrel to its lowest in 7 
months, attributed to a moderation in supply side risk after Iran allowed further 

inspection by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) of its nuclear facilities. 
Demand forecasts are also being scaled back, with the US Energy Information 

Administration reporting crude oil stocks increased 883,000 barrels last week to 382.5 
million barrels, the most since August 1990. Stockpiles have increased by 36.2 million 
barrels, over 10% over the past 9 weeks. Demand for gasoline hit a 12-year low of 8.6 
million barrels a day. Meanwhile, growth in China’s oil demand is decelerating, 
increasing just 0.3% on the year in April its slowest increase since June 2011.  

 
 
SA ECONOMY 
 

 SA’s leading economic indicator, a measure of growth expectations 6-9 months ahead, 
increased in March by 0.1% on the month, down from 1.1% in February. However, the 
leading indicator increased in the 1st quarter by 6.5% quarter-on-quarter annualized, 

up from 3.8% in the 4th quarter 2011, suggesting an increase in economic activity in 
the 2nd half of 2012. Of the 10 components making up the leading indicator, 5 were 

positive including a rise in job advertisements, rising lead indicators of major trading 
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partners, strong growth in new passenger vehicle sales, and strong growth in real 
money supply. Detractors include a lower dollar price for commodity exports, fewer 
hours worked per manufacturing factory worker, decline in building plans passed and 
reduced volumes of manufacturing orders.  

 Consumer price inflation (CPI) increased slightly in April to 6.1% on the year from 
6.0% in March, exceeding the SA Reserve Bank’s (SARB) 3-6% target band. The main 

culprits were food, alcoholic beverages and tobacco, and transport with respective 

year-on-year inflation increases of 9.1%, 7.3% and 6.9%. Month-on-month CPI 
moderated to 0.4% from 1.1% in March. CPI is likely to remain above 6% for most of 
2012, peaking at about 6.5% around August and fall back to within the target band by 
early 2013. Inflation continues to be driven higher by elevated food, fuel and 
administered prices such as electricity and municipal rates, but these pressures should 
be counteracted by excess production capacity and softening consumer expenditure. 

 As expected the SARB left its benchmark repo interest rate unchanged at 5.5% at its 
monetary policy committee meeting on Thursday. In its accompanying statement the 
SARB reported that CPI probably peaked in the 1st quarter of the year and lowered its 
inflation forecast for the 2nd quarter 2012 from a previous 6.5% to 6.0%. It forecasts 
CPI will average 6.0% in 2012, 5.5% in 2013 and 5.0% in 2014. The moderation in 
inflation forecasts strengthens the view that any increase in interest rates will be 
delayed until 2013.   

 The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) forecasts SA’s 
economic growth will accelerate from 3.1% last year to 3.3% in 2012 exceeding the 
Treasury’s forecast for 2.7% growth and the 2.8% market consensus. The OECD cites 
a resumption of employment growth, accelerating domestic demand, productivity 
growth and investment, which barring any adverse shocks will contribute towards 
4.2% economic growth in 2013. This is also above the consensus forecast of 3.6%.  

 

 
KEY MARKET INDICATORS 
 
   YEAR TO DATE %  
 
JSE All Share  +2.82 

JSE Fini 15  +10.97 
JSE Indi 25  +9.78 

JSE Resi 20  - 9.51 
R/USD   - 3.65 
S&P 500  +4.87 
Nikkei   +1.20 
Hang Seng  +1.91 

FTSE 100  - 5.49 
DAX   +6.57 
CAC 40   - 3.47 
MSCI World  - 8.27 
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 The US dollar has rallied strongly to the key $1.26 level versus the euro indicating it 
may be overbought over the near-term. The longer-term trend remains dollar 
weakness.  

 The rand has fallen through successive support levels at R/$ 8.0 and R/$8.20 but 

seems oversold at current levels. However it needs to return below the key R/$8.00 

level to restore medium-term stability to the currency. Being the most liquid emerging 
market currency, the rand is a good barometer for global risk appetite.  

 US Treasury and UK Gilt yields remain at all-time lows and still in bull trends. The 10-
year US Treasury bond has broken below the key level of 1.75% to a new record low 
1.71% potentially signaling a lower trading range. 

 The shorter dated R157 SA Gilt may break lower from its medium-term trading range 

of between 6.5-7% to a new trading range of 6.0-6.5%. 
 US and global equity markets have lost most of their year-to-date gains and need to 

stay above their December lows in order to maintain their bull market trend.  
 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record 

in identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-
term low unlikely to be broken. 

 The Brent crude oil price has closed below the key $108 support level, endangering its 

long-term bull trend.  
 Copper is regarded a reliable lead indicator for industrial commodity prices and 

barometer of global economic growth. It has broken below the key medium-term 
uptrend which could signal a strong directional change and significant additional 
downside.   

 The Economist’s world food index is testing key resistance which if broken would 
indicate a continuation of the strong long-term upward trend. The world food index 

has tripled since its base in 1999-2001 and continues to threaten rising global food 
price inflation.   

 Gold needs to regain the key $1750 before scaling the next medium-term target of 
$2000. The risk of a dramatic sell-off is rising following 11 straight years of price 
gains. 

 The All Share index has consolidated in line with global equity markets and needs to 

remain above its December levels of around 32,000 in order to safeguard the bull 
trend. Financials are likely to continue outperforming Industrials which in turn are 

expected to outperform Resources. Small cap stocks still offer good value relative to 
the All Share and likely to continue their outperformance in 2012. In 2011 the Alt-X 
index of small cap stocks increased 42.6% compared with less than a 0.4% loss for 
the JSE All Share index. 

 

 
BOTTOM LINE 

 
 At the European Union summit on Wednesday European leaders failed to introduce any 

immediate new measures to placate financial markets. However they agreed to draw 
up proposals for closer fiscal co-ordination, to be examined more closely at the next 
summit in June. Proposals will likely to include a bank deposit guarantee scheme 

commonly backed by all 17 eurozone members. This proposed banking union would 
prevent bank runs such as might be expected in the event of a Greek exit from the 

euro. Proposals will also include the mutualising of eurozone debt via commonly-
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backed eurozone bonds, which would benefit financially distressed member nations 
currently paying high funding costs in the bond market.  

 German leader Angela Merkel is adamant that the pooling of eurozone debt can only 
be introduced as a final measure once fiscal consolidation and structural reforms have 
been achieved, a view contrasted by newly elected French leader Francois Hollande 
who is pushing for a more immediate implementation of eurozone bonds. Hollande is 

gaining increasing support from eurozone leaders, although as expected mainly from 

financially distressed member nations such as Portugal, Spain and Italy. Italy’s Prime 
Minister Mario Monti said “we should not just wait for structural reforms and the 
reduction of deficits to generate growth.” European Central Bank President Mario 
Draghi is taking a balanced view acknowledging that “the process of European 
integration needs a courageous jump in political imagination to survive” but equally 
that “there is no sustainable growth without ordered public accounts.” 

 There are obvious solutions to the ongoing eurozone crisis but they lack political 
consensus. The pattern of the past 4 years, whereby each new crisis is eventually 
solved but only at the 11th hour, is bound to be repeated in the climax to Greece’s 
possible exit from the euro over the next few weeks. The most likely scenario is for 
Greece to remain in the euro but certainty in this regard will only be provided at the 
very last minute.  


